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Creative ideation: A Review of the Literature 

Creative ideation, in Aristotelian terms, has both function and form. In function, 
it comprises ideas that are both novel and useful. In form, Ruttenberg and 
Maital1 define the creative process as “widening the range of choice”. They 
survey some 50 years of creativity research and find a wide and growing variety 
of approaches to both creative form and to creative function.  

Up to the 1930’s, psychology as a relatively new discipline showed little interest 
in creativity research. Hutchinson2, published in 1931, finds “very little 
psychological literature …on this subject”. The pace of research accelerated, 
after Nobel Laureate in Economics Robert Solow found in 1956 that two-thirds 
of the rise in global growth was due to creativity (which he termed technological 
progress).  

Some of the studies focused on the key issue of measurement [Wu3], including 
the new field of neuroscience.i Others tackled creativity as a key skill; Gube et 
al.4 focus on adaptive thinking, expertise, skills and attitudes as a key skill that 
supports creativity and should be imparted at universities.ii Henriksen et al.5 
review the link between creativity and technology in teaching and learning in 
the classroom; they find, pessimistically, “little practical ground for practitioners 
and in some ways, tends to avoid the reality of engaging with practice.”. This 
paper stresses, in our view, the vital need for an operational theory of creativity 
– one that can lead to action.  

Some interesting creativity research focuses on highly creative individuals and 
their thought processes. Sternberg6 argues that “creativity can be of different 
kinds and it is important that teachers reward all kinds of creativity”. Maital7 
describes over 100 creative case studies, involving stellar innovation, revealing 
a wide variety of effective creative processes. Gelb8,9 explores the creative 
processes employed by da Vinci (a 7-step method) and Edison (5 
competencies). Karwowski et al.10 focuses on the “malleability of creative 
mindsets”, citing Einstein, Picasso, Marie Curie and Bill Gates. Rothenberg11 
uses a document discovered in 1979 in which Einstein describes in writing the 
“actual sequence of his thoughts leading to the development of the general 
theory of relativity” – based on “actively conceiving 2 or more opposite or 

 
 

i “A tool that measures creativity with high reliability and validity is essential”.  Wu [22], p. 1. 

ii Adaptive thinking is the ability to ““recognize unexpected situations, quickly consider various 
possible responses, and decide on the best one.” 
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antithetical concepts, ideas or images simultaneously”. A specific method for 
such “Janusian” thinking has shown promise, when implement, as shown by 
Sak and Oz12. Later, we will explore in depth the literature on such paradoxical 
thinking.iii  

Ruttenberg and Maital1 review the literature on ‘domain specific’ creativity, in 
movies, jazz, standup joke-telling, etc. Baer13 argues that “creativity theory 
needs to set more modest goals of domain-by-domain theory development” 
rather than seeking overarching global creativity theory, one size fits all.  

Can creativity be taught? Evidence of a decline in creative thinking among 
children since 1990 is presented by Kim14, based on the Torrance Test of 
Creative Thinking; this is worrisome, given that IQ scores have risen during the 
same period.iv Gregory et al.15 review a large literature, and find that to some 
extent creativity can be taught in the classroom, but cognitive functions 
(knowledge) must also play a major role. Perhaps the stress on teaching 
existing knowledge is displacing the innate ability of young people to question 
and create their own ideas. 

Sitorus et al.16 explore Wallas’ four-stage model of creativity (preparation, 
incubation, illumination, verification) and add an earlier stage, orientation. They 
show that creative thinking in math can be improved using this “Realistic 
Mathematics Education” approach. Perry et al.17 show a measured rise in 
“belief in their own creative abilities”, but explain a significant decrease among 
some students. Lambert et al.18 describe the impact of a creative thinker in bone 
pathology, healing, and fracture fixation, in clinical medicine, through creating 
“active learning environments”.  

Megawan et al.19 explore measurement of divergent thinking (a process that 
leads to more than one solution to problems) in physics education – when many 
teachers focus on a single answer to problems. Sumami et al.20 review learning 
strategies for improving creative skills, and conclude strongly that “problem-
based learning is the most studied model to improve creative thinking skills” 
among high school students. (p 1). The survey paper by Maital and Barzani21 
strongly confirms the efficacy of project-based learning. 

 
 

iii The American writer F. Scott Fitzgerald defined this aspect of creativity very well: “The test of a first-
rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposing ideas in mind at the same time and still retain the 
ability to function…” 

iv “The decrease for kindergartners through third graders was the most significant”.  Kim [14].   
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Creative ideation comprises ideas expressed in words and in pictures. 
Visualization of ideas is an increasingly important aspect of creativity, given that 
today’s generation, raised on plasma screens, thinks visually. Jankowska et 
al.22 explore how pre-schoolers use their creative visual imagination in 
constructing their mental models. Komany et al.23 use “constructivist” theories 
to combine the theory and the design of learning environments.v  

Insight is regarded as an important aspect of creativity, defined as ‘the capacity 
to gain an accurate and deep intuitive understanding of a person or thing.’ 
Insight involves “a change in the representational spaces (insight tasks) or 
require solutions new to the solver”. Gilhooly et al.24 introduce a special issue 
of the journal Thinking & Reasoning, devoted to this subject. Some of the 
papers in this issue describe the unique blend of Type 1 (intuitive, insightful, 
unconventional) and Type 2 (routine, deliberative) thinking, leading to creative 
solutions that Type 2 thinking alone may not attain.  

Researching ‘insight’ is difficult. Pringle et al.25 use a creative approach, by 
asking groups of gardeners to “think aloud” as they work on a garden design, 
comparing designers, artists and non-artist controls. They find that associative 
(intuitive or creative) and analytical thinking processes predicted the creativity 
of the final garden designs, but only when these two processes “were tightly 
coupled in time”.  

Earlier, we noted so-called dual-process theories of creative thinking, 
sometimes defined as automatic fast (intuitive) thinking and effortful, logical, 
analytical thinking. Allen et al.26 observe that while “both types of thinking are 
active in creativity, the extent to which they are active and the nature of their 
contribution to creativity will vary between stages of the creative process” 
(presumably, from early ideation to ultimate implementation). Miron-Spektor 
and Argote27 explore the effect of paradoxical cognition on creativity 
performance in teams, defining paradoxical cognition as “frames and processes 
that recognize and embrace contradiction”. Sowden28 explores the idea that 
“creative thinking may rest upon the nature of a shifting process between Type 
1 and Type 2 dual processes” (defined earlier). 

 

 
 

v Constructivist theory says that learners construct knowledge rather than just passively take in 
information. As people experience the world and reflect upon those experiences, they build their own 
representations and incorporate new information into their pre-existing knowledge (schemas).  
Visualization is an important part of constructivism. 
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Neuroscience has contributed to creativity research. Fink et al.29 review the use 
of brain-research tools (EEG, functional MRI, NIRS or PET) and survey results 
of having subjects perform experimental tasks to uncover brain correlates of 
creativity. Fox et al.30 show a profound analogy – “perhaps even a direct 
relationship” -- exists between mind-wandering (defined as self-generated 
thoughts unrelated to a task or the surrounding environment) and creative 
thinking. They conclude that “much mind-wandering can be considered novel 
and useful” (a common definition of creativity), and in direct opposition to the 
negative connotation attached to “daydreaming” and “dreamers”. 

How important is it for creative thinkers to understand the rather mysterious 
process that generates creative ideas? Metacognition deals with “cognition 
about cognition”. Jia et al.31 tackle this issue, in their literature review. They 
identify three aspects of metacognition (knowledge, experience, and monitoring 
and control) and summarize neurocognitive mechanisms “that support 
metacognition during creative thinking.”  

One theory of creativity involves memory search that connects concepts that 
are distant from each other, or only weakly linked. Beaty et al.32 use brain 
imaging studies to examine whether highly creative people have brains that are 
“wired differently” from the rest of us. In a remarkable finding, they note that “we 
could reliably estimate a person’s creative-thinking ability just by knowing the 
pattern of their brain network connections.” (p. 5). They conclude: “It seems that 
creative people are characterized by a distinct pattern of brain connectivity, 
allowing them to co-activate brain networks that don’t usually work at the same 
time.” 

Implicit theories are theories of people about themselves and the world they live 
in. Redifer et al.33 examined whether our own theories of creativity contribute 
to creative thinking. The short answer is, No. However, they do find that 
cognitive load (the amount of information that working memory can hold at one 
time) does in fact mediate the link between implicit theories and creative 
thinking, and specifically, higher working memory allows us to consider a 
greater number of possible answers.vi One operational conclusion from their 
research is that “finding ways to reduce extraneous cognitive load” (i.e. 
distractions) may be an “avenue to improving creative thinking.”  

 

 
 

vi Recall that in this section, we referred to a definition of creativity as “widening the range of 
choices”. 
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Finally, we note the “evolving systems approach” to creative thinking, 
analogized as “inching our way up Mount Olympus” (Gruber34). Creative 
thinking is a highly complex process, and if we are to deeply understand and 
dissect it, it will be necessary to model it as a kind of ecosystem, linking a great 
many processes, brain regions, cognitions and skills. 
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